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ABSTRACT

Studies of many different types of supersonic transport configurations have
shown that the complex task of landing a large supersonic aircraft under
adverse weather conditions poses formidable design problems in the area
of stability and control. This paper confines itself to the discussion of
longitudinal handling qualities under these conditions, and more specifically
to the short-period flight path response characteristics of these aircraft.

In recent years the analyses of these flight-path response characteristic's
have been mostly confined to the study of short-period pitch attitude dy-
namics. The plane of undamped natural frequency (c.0„„r) versus damping
ratio (;-.„„) has been emphiyed to delineate areas of acceptal)ility for aircraft
short-period dynamic stability characteristics. However, analyses of this
type are incomplete and often misleading in their results when they neglect
the important L,„or n,„ parameters. The handling qualities analyses and
flight simulator investigations (fiscussed herein have demonstrated the
importance of matching carefully the with the L„ or n,,, characteristics.
Aircraft possessing characteristically low n,„ capability, for example, provide
the liest handling qualities when con,,,, is maintained at relatively low values.

The attainment of acceptable low-speed handling qualities will be difficult
for some types of large supersonic aircraft. Aerodynamic and mass-distribu-
tion characteristics commonly tend to produce airplanes that are extremely
sluggish about the pitch axis. Configurations with conventional aft tails
have been found to provide good handfing qualities without stability aug-
mentation if good matching is obtained between and nr,, characteristics.
These configurations are also amenable to the adoption of systems to augment

to the small degree necessary for the best match with n,„. However,
tailless aircraft that are short-coupled (elevons-to-center of gravity) and
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characterized by higher pitch inertias will be excessively sluggish :nol difficult
to handle without some form of augmentation to improve the flight-path
lynamic-response characteristics. Development of the required augmenta-

tion for these aircraft will prove extremely difficult, and in some cases may
not be possible within practical design limitations.

INTRODUCTION

The generation of large supersonic aircraft now being developed will differ
greatly from current jet transport and large bomber designs in size,
aerodynamic configuration, and mass distribution. Range and payload re-
quirements dictate that. the airplanes will be massive by today's standards,
and efficient supersonic operation demands long, slender configurations,
with highly swept, low-aspeet-ratio wing planforms. The resulting aero-
dynamic and mass-distribution characteristics present the designer with
new and unique problems in 1 he field of stability and control.

It is generally recognized that. commercial supersonic transports must
provide handling qualities that are equal or superior to those of current
t ransports. The at tainment of these characteristics will, of course, require
sonic form of stability augmentation throughout, much of the flight
envelope. However, it is obvious that for commercial operation the basic
airplane should be sufficiently tractable to ensure safe flight with the
stability augmentation system inoperative. Good handling characteristics
are especially important for low-speed operation, where the pilot is faced
wit h 1 he demanding tasks imposed by the performance of instrument
landing approaches under adverse weather conditions.

It is difficult to overemphasize the importance and immediacy of the
need for establishing stability and control requirements. Accurate bound-
aries of minimum acceptable handling qualities must be determined for
operation wit bout stability augmentation, and areas of desirable charac-
teristics need to be established to guide the tailoring of stability-augmenta-
tion systems. Unfortunately, there is little information in existence today
to provide aceurat e guidance to 1he desiginirs of this new breed of aircraft.
Current military and civil flying qualities specifications, for example,
are greatly in need of revision and expansion before they can be considered
applicable. It is true, of course, that interest in development of the super-
sonic trazisport has spurred some excellent research work in this area in
recent years. However, none of the investigations to date have been suc-
cessful in formulating accurate handling qualities criteria. A great deal of
additimial, well-directed research must be accoinplished before guidelines
and requirements can be established.
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In recent years the author has been associated with stability and
control analyses of many different types of supersonic transport configura-
tions. These have included flight-simulator and analytical studies of such
configurations as canard deltas, tailless deltas, tailed deltas, and fixed-
arrow-wings, as well as widely differing concepts of variable-sweep air-
planes. Some of the handling qualities found typical of various types of
supersonic aircraft will be described herein, and comparisons will be
drawn with the characteristics of current jet transports. It is the intent
of this paper to single out tentative areas of desirable characteristics
and to suggest regions of further exploration to establish stability and
control requirements for large supersonic aircraft. The discussions are con-
fined to the critical low-speed portion of the flight envelope, where the
handling tasks are most demanding of the pilot.

THE APPROACH AND LANDING TASK

The most demanding task faced by the pilots of large transport or bomber
aircraft is that of performing the approach and landing on instruments
under severe weather conditions. Analysis of the stability and control
characteristics of a new aircraft design must therefore include a thorough
study of the handling qualities exhibited during these phases of operation.
The pilot's task consists of acquiring and maintaining the desired approach
path rate-of-sink and direction and the proper airspeed during the ap-
proach phase, followed by a rapid transition to what is often marginally
visual flight for performance of the flare and touchdown. The overall
amount of pilot effort required and the difficulty of properly directing the
airplane are increased greatly when rough air and crosswinds are intro-
duced into the problem. Consideration of the total piloting task involved
during these operations leads to the obvious conclusion that the severity
of the piloting problems should not be compounded further by deficiencies
in the basic handling qualities of the airplane.

Much experience has been gained with operation of current large jet
transports. These aircraft provide longitudinal handling qualities in the
approach and landing that can be assessed as "satisfactory with some
mildly unpleasant characteristics," or a NASA scale pilot rating of about
3.0 (see Table 1). The "mildly unpleasant" rating results primarily from
the tendency toward slow responsiveness in pitch inherent for these large,
heavy aircraft. Landing studies have indicated that, as a result of these
characteristics, sinking rates at touchdown are greater than consistently
experienced by previous propeller aircraft [1-41. On the basis of this ex-
perience, it is generally agreed that the longitudinal handling qualities of
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TABLE 1. NASA OPINION RATING SYSTEM




Adjective

rating

Numeri-

cal rating ,

)escription
Primary

mission

accomphshed
ati be

land(4I




Excellent, includes

optimum
Yes Yes




2 Dmid, pleasant to fly Yes Yes




Satisfactory 3 Satisfactory, but with

some mildly unpleas-

ant characteristics

Yes Yes




4 Acceptable,butwith

unpleasantcharac-



teristics

Yes Yes




Unsatisfactory 5 Unacceptable for nor-

mal operation

Doubtful Yes





ANTpt ablefor emer-

gency (' ondition only*

I )oubtful Yes




7 Unacceptalile, even for

emergency condition'

No )oubtful

c Un accept abk 8 Unacceptable--dan-

germ's

No No





Unacceptable—uncon-

trollable

No No

• Failure of  a stabil ty aitgmenter.

currein jet I ransport s probably approach the lower limits of accept abilit y

for sat isfLo.tory operat ion of comnlercial airplanes.

At tainment of good low-speed stability and cont rol characteristics may

pose a formidable design pr(tbleni for large supersonic aircraft because of

their size, aerodynan lie con figural ion, and mass-dist ribut ion charact eristics.

Some appreciation for lii niagnit ude of t he difference existing bet ween

current jet t ransport s and f ut ure supersonic transports can be gained front

t he informal ion presented in Fig. I. Here a comparison is made bet ween a

current large jet I ransport and I wo different supersoitic t ransport (SST)

configurations: a variable-sweep-wing (ITSW) airplane and a delta-wing

airplane. In addition to t he obvious dissimilarit ies in size and aerodynamic

con figo rat ion 1)(1 woq‘n t he SS'F's and t he subsonic transport , the differences

iii inass dist ribut ion are st rikingly apparent . The concent ration of mass

along t he bodies of I he supersonic airplanes result s iii ext reniely large

n lomet t s of inert ia about I he pit ch and yaw axes (part icularly for 1 he delt a.

wit h it s aft engines) and relat ively low inertia about t he roll axes. At t ypical
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Figure 1. Comparison of geometrical and mass distribution characteristics of a

current jet transport and two supersonic transport configurations.

landing weights, for example, the pitch inertia of the delta SST is three
times that of the subsonic jet transport, while the roll inertia of the delta

 is only that of the subsonic. These large differences in aircraft con-

figuration are reflected primarily ill differences in dynamic handling
qualities, with the effects of mass distribution becoming extremely im-
portant during low speed operation.

LONGITUDINAL HANDLING CONSIDERATIONS

There are two areas of stability and control in the longitudinal mode
which are of particular significance during low-speed operation. In order of
import once, t hese are:

• Flight-path short-period dynamic response
2. Speed-thrust stability

I11,111 (I) involves the airplane short-period pitch-at titude dynamic char-



act (list n.s, combined with the capability of the airplane to develop normal
acceleration with attitude change. Closely interrelated with this are the
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characteristics of I he pitch control system, and the control system

force and gearing characteristics. Item (2) is the variation of thrust-re-

quired-for-steady-flight with airspeed, and involves the thrust-loading and

lift-to-drag characteristics of the airplane and their relation to the desired

approach trim speed.

It must be realized, of course, that the complex piloting task inevitably

results in many interactions bet ween the above parameters and also t hat

the long-period, or phugoid, mode of dynamic motion, since it involves

pitch angle, airspeed, and altitude, will also inter act to influence the total

piloting task. Caution 'oust be exercised, therefore, when an attempt is

nuale to isohtte either of these areas for examination to establish tentative

requirements for handling qualities. For example, aircraft which must

fly on 1 he "back side" of the drag curve during landing approach (thus

subject to speed-t hrust instability) require different control techniques in

which I he pilot controls at tit ode with elevator and rate-of-descent with

throttle 15,h1. The technique of altitude control with throttle, being

characteristically low in frequency, approaches the phugoid motions of the

aircraft. Thus, the phugoid mode of 'notion may become of equal or even

greater itnportance t han t he short period, or maneuvering, mode of motion.

Aircraft that approach on the "front side" of the drag curve are much

more easily controlled, because the pilot uses the elevator alone to make

fligln-path corrections, with very little throttle manipulation required

following the initial trim power set ting. In the lat ter case, the flight-path

short-period dynamic-response characteristics may be isolated for handling

qualit ies st

It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss in detail all of the impor-

tant low-speed stability and control areas. The subject of flight-path

short-period dynamic response has been selected for discussion with the

assumption that supersonic transport aircraft either will possess speed-

hrust stability, or. if not, will incorporate automatic thmttle-control

devices to ease piloting tasks. In either case, the pilot's primary control of

hot h airplane attitude and flight path will be through use of the pit ch-

emit rol surface.

FLIGHT-PATH SHORT-PERIOD DYNAMIC RESPONSE

The dynamic response of the airplane to deflection of the longitudinal

control is of particular Unport anti. during approach and landing. Through

the elevator control, the pilot cmitrols the pitch attitude to adjust the

flight path. Ilisahilitv to alter the flight path is t herefore a function of the

airplane attitude response to a control input, conibined with the charac-
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teristic airplane normal acceleration response to attitude change. The air-
plane responds in pitch attitude as a function of its short-period natural
frequency (co„„p).Thus, the plane of co„spversus (damping ratio) expresses
the quality of the airplane pitch-attitude response. However, it is flight-
path response that the pilot seeks when he commands an attitude change,
and to evaluate this, we must consider the important parameter, L„, which
appears in the transfer functions relating airplane responses to control
inputs.  L.  is a measure of the amount of which n , and lag O.It is expressed
by the equation: L„= (pSV /2m) CL. The relation between flight-path
angle and pitch angle may be seen from the following simplified equation:

1 

0  1

—L„s  1

In the above equation, l/L„ is the time constant by which flight-path
angle lags pitch attitude. Aircraft with low  Lc, will thus be slow to respond
in flight-path angle following an attitude change.

A parameter that more clearly expresses the flight-path response
characteristics of an airplane is the quantity ri  = L“(17/g). This parameter
is simply the ratio of the incremental normal acceleration attainable per
incremental angle of attack. It may be expressed as g per radian, or more
appropriately as g per degree a; it is a direct measure of the ability of the
airplane to change flight path when the attitude is changed.

Frequency and damping ratio have long been accepted as the basis for
analyzing the short-period dynamic qualities of aircraft, and many at-
tempts have been made to delineate boundaries of acceptability in the

versus plane that are applicable to general classes of aircraft.
However, none of these efforts have been successful because they have
confined themselves to analyses of dynamic response in attitude only,
neglecting the flight-path response characteristics as expressed by the Lo,
or n,„ parameters. Within a given class of aircraft, such as Class II (large
transport or bomber aircraft) specified in Ref. 7, for example, the n„,
characteristics can vary over a wide range, as a function of airspeed,
altitude, and aerodynamic configuration. This variation will greatly in-
fluetwe t he desired pitch attit ude frequency and damping characteristics.

Supersonic transport studies conducted at Boeing flight-simulator
facilities, which are discussed in subsequent paragraphs, have shown that
it is import ant 1 o obtain a good match of co„p and it„. Airplanes with
inherent ly low n,„ provide the best handling characteristics when the short-
period nat ural frequency is main t ained at relatively low values. Thus, the
location of the boundaries delineating areas of acceptability on the con.p
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versus diagram are a definite function of the L , n parameters. The
significance of these parameters has been demonstrated to some extent
in 1:he flight-simulator studies conducted by Chalk [8], and the flight-
control analyses reported by Ball and Rynaski [9]. Notess and Gregory
have also discussed the significance of L with regard to supersonic trans-
port flying qualities [10]. However, considerably more research work must
be done in this area before the desired relationships between w, versus

and L„ or n,„ are understood well enough to permit an accurate defini-
tion of requirements for short-period dynamic characteristics.

PITCH- ATTITUDE DYNAMICS OF LARGE SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT

Considerable concern has been expressed over the probability that large
supersonic aircraft, because of their niass distribution and aerodynamic
characteristics, will be extremely sluggish about the pitch axis and thus
difficult, to control during low-speed operation. This concern results be-
cause analyses of many different types of supersonic t ransports have shown
that the short-period longitudinal dynamics are often characterized by
unusually low natural frequencies and high damping, indicating that the
airplane pitch-attitude response to control inputs will be extremely slow.
Various investigators, upon examining these configurations without con-
sidering carefully the n,“ characteristics, have concluded that a solutiou
to the problem could be found in a stability-augmentation system that
would increase the pitch responsiveness by increasing co„.p. A more rigorous
analysis shows, however, that this approach may actually lead to a pro-
nounced deterioration in handling qualities. This deterioration is caused by
t he mismat ch produced bet ween at t it ude response and flight-path response,
by pitch-overshoot problems, and by the undesirable negative n, response
characteristics inherent, when elevon surfaces on short-coupled aircraft are
used to augment attitude response. These problems are examined in the
following discussions of supersonic transport short-period and n,„ charac-
teristics.

The pitch-at tit ude short-period dynamic characteristics of several
different, supersonic transport con figurations are shown in Fig. 2 at landing

approach condit ions (V, = 130 knots). These include an arrow-wing-plus-
aft-tail configuration, a delta-wing-plus-aft-tail airplane, a delta-wing-
plus-canard airplane, and a variable-sweep-wing (VSW) airplane (shown
in Fig. 1) with its movable wing at the normal landing sweep angle, 20
degrees, and also with the wing fixed at its maximum sweep angle, 74
degrees (V , = 172 knots for the maximum-sweep condition). A shaded,

bounded area of frequency and damping ratio representative of current
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Boeing jet transports (for a wide range of wing-loading and center-of-
gravity conditions) is shown for comparison. In addition, an iso-opinion
diagram developed during Cornell research employing a variable-stability
B-26 airplane [11] is included in Fig. 2 to illust rate the areas of good and
bad handling qualities determined for that specific type of airplane.
The B-26 data is an example of some of the excellent research conducted
by Cornell for the purpose of delineating areas of desirabilit y for the short
period dynamics of various aircraft during inflight maneuvering. These
investigations have been confined to relatively small aircraft operating at
relatively high ri,„ (see also Refs. 12-16).

Unusually low natural frequency and heavy damping characterize most
of the supersonic aircraft configurations examined. As would be antic-
ipat ed, the VSW configuration most closely approximates the short-period
characteristics of current jet transports. This results primarily from the
reduced pitch inertia of the more conventional wing-plus-tail arrangement.
The t ailless delta airplanes, with their inherently higher pit ch inertias,
are characterized by lowest frequencies and heaviest damping.

A comparison with the B-26 iso-opinion diagram of Fig. 2 implies I hat,
in any case, the supersonic airplanes will lie in a highly unsatisfactory
area on the co„„,, versus -,;„ chart. However, examination of several factors
will reveal that this is not necessarily true. For example, the bounded area
of frequency and damping shown for current jet transports, alt hough it
lies well below the "poor" boundary of the iso-opiuion diagrain, neverthe-
less does define an area of acceptable handling qualities for these aircraft.

ISO- OPINION DIAGRAM. CORNELL B-26 TESTS
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FiglInr 2. Longitudinal short period dynamic characteristics of current jet
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A consensus of pilot opinions shows that, while these transports handle like
"big, heavy airplanes" they are nevertheless quite tractable, and merit a
pilot rating of about 3 (by the NASA scale, Table 1).

This apparent contradiction occurs because the B-26 frequency-versus-
damping-ratio boundaries cannot be employed to delineate regions of good
and bad handling qualities for either the current jet transports or the
supersonic aircraft. The reasons for this are twofold. First, large differences
exist in n between the tested B-26 and the transports. The nr„ of the
transports is approximately 0.07 g/degree during the landing approach,
as contrasted to the much larger n,„ of approximately 0.20 g/degree
characteristic of the B-26 during the tests conducted to develop the iso-
opinion diagram. Second, rapid maneuvering and simulated gunnery runs
were employed to obtain the data of the B-26 tests. Thus, the piloting
tasks differed greatly from those involved in performing the transport
landing approach.

PILOT RATING VERSUS SHORT - PERIOD FREQUENCY FOR LOW n,„

Experiments conducted at Boeing flight simulator facilities have pro-
vided ample evidence that aircraft operating at low values of L and n,„
provide the best handling qualities when the short-period natural frequency
is relatively low. The results of one such study are presented in Fig. 3.
Here we see how the pilot rating varies with short-period natural frequency
when the damping ratio is held constant and the nz„ is maintained at a
low value typical of large transport aircraft in the landing approach.
These experiments were conducted by performing landing approaches in a
supersonic transport configuration with widely varying Cil„. p but with it,„
and held constant at 0.064 g/degree and 0.72, respectively. One basic
VSW airplane was actually evaluated as far as the geometrical, mass, and
aerodynamic parameters were concerned, except for the following: Cm„
was varied to produce different w „sp, and Cma, was adjusted to provide
constant Se-per-g as C„, changed. CLs, was held constant, and Cm„was
adjusted to hold the damping ratio at 0.72. Control column deflection-per-g,
and force-per-g were held constant. This, then, roughly approximated one
airplane with several tail lengths to provide variation in co„sp.The n and

tested were typical for VSW supersonic transport configurations at
landing approach conditions. It should be emphasized that the airplane
evaluated possessed good speed-thrust stability; consequently, the piloting
task involved control of flight path with the elevators, with very little
throttle adjustment required during the approach. This experiment was
conducted on a fixed-base flight simulator; thus the results in terms of
pilot rating are somewhat pessimistic. Experience has shown that the
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pilot rating obtained on the fixed-base simulator is generally about 1.0
worse qualitatively than that obtained when the same configuration is
actually flight tested.

These tests showed that the best handling qualities were attained with
the short-period frequency near 0.2 cps. It is evident from Fig. 3 that as
the oi„.p was increased above this value, handling characteristics deterio-
rated rapidly. The pilots commented that at the higher frequencies the
airplane became too responsive in pitch attitude relative to its slow
flight-path response. This mismatching of attitude response to flight-path
response led to pilot-induced oscillations and pitch over shoots, with
attendant difficulty in acquiring and holding a selected flight-path angle.
An interpretation of the Cornell B-26 data from Fig. 2 is presented
on the pilot rating versus co„spplot of Fig. 3 for comparison with the super-
sonic transport flight simulator tests. The B-26, with its highern, handled
best at frequencies near 0.55 cps; and, in contrast to the transport results,
would be considered virtually unflyable at near the 0.2 cps value found
optimum for the supersonic transport. This type of comparison clearly
illustrates the danger of applying short period dynamics criteria estab-
lished for one specific type of airplane to other aircraft without considera-
tion of n„, characteristics.

Some additional insight into the desirability of closely matching
with n or L. characteristics may be gained from observation of the

ESTIMATED CORRECTION FROM SIMULATOR TO ACTUAL FLIGHT.
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effects of the 1,„/w„,,, relationship On the Overshoot in pitch following an
elevator input.. When the natural frequency becomes too high relative to
the L„ characteristic inherent in a given configuration, the overshoot in
pitch following a cont rot input becomes excessive. This results in attitude
control difficulties and tendencies toward pilot-induced oscillations. The
effect of the /,‘,/(.0„ ratio on pitch-rate overshoot may be seen from
examination of the elevator transfer function relating pitch response to
elevator input :

é (s)
6,(s) s2 


The ratio of the maximum pitch rate attained to the final steady state
value (L./C,) for a step input of elevator has been calculated using
this equation, and plotted (Fig. 4) versus the L‘,/64„,,ratio. This was done
for a damping ratio of 0.72 so that the results of the pilot rating versus

tests (shown in Fig. 3) for the supersonic transport could be super-



imposed on the L„As versus  L„/co„,p  plot. It is evident from Fig. 4
that when the /,/w,„, ratio decreases below about 0.3, the pitch-rate
overshoot rapidly increases to excessive values. The flight simulator evalua-
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Figure 4. Effect of short period frequency on pitch rate overshoot.
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tion of the VSW supersonic airplane (I, --- 0.56/sec) demonstrated the
best handling characteristics when cons, was approximately 0.2 cps, yielding
a 6.../6 ss ratio of about 1.5. When the short-period frequency was increased
above this value (reducing the L„/co„, ratio), the pitch-rate overshoot be-
came excessive. At frequencies below that considered optimum by the pilot,
pitch-rate overshoot was not a problem; instead, the problem became one
of sluggish response.

BOUNDARIES FOR ACCEPTABLE SHORT-PERIOD DYNAMIC
CHARACTERISTICS

An estimate of the type of boundaries that might be drawn to delineate
an area of acceptable short-period pitch-attitude dynamics for low-speed
operation of large supersonic aircraft is presented in Fig. 5. Scales have been
deliberately omitted from this graph because the knowledge required to
establish definite boundaries does not exist at this time. The type of bound-
ary implied for Class II aircraft by the published handling qualities re-
search data available today (e.g., Refs. 11-16) is also shown for comparison.
The actual shaping of the proper boundaries is in doubt, but it is signifi-
cant to note that upper limits of c,),„, will exist as well as lower limits, and
that the bounded area of acceptability is low in frequency when compared

AIRPLANE FREQUENCY AND DAMPING

MUST FALL WITHIN BOUNDED

AREA TO BE ACCEPTABLE

UNDAMPED

NATURAL
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Figure 5. Boundaries of acceptability for short period longitudinal dynamic
characteristics of large transport aircraft, approach and landing task only.
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to standards implied by currently available research data. Some sloping
of the upper boundary is shown to indicate that the pilot will tolerate
lower damping ratios only when the frequency is reduced. At extremely low
frequencies, it is possible that the pilot will tolerate longer periods if the
damping is increased; thus, the lower boundary may be sloped opposite to
the upper boundary. The boundaries are left open on the right-hand side
of the diagram to indicate that not enough is known of this area to indicate
the extent of the limits. Extensive research will be required before areas
of good and bad handling qualities can be accurately delineated for short-
period pitch-attitude dynamics. However, it is proposed that the bound-
aries finally established will be functions of n and the specific piloting
task to be accomplished.

STABILITY AUGMENTATION TO IMPROVE DYNAMIC RESPONSE

Some of the large supersonic configurations will be characterized by
short-period frequencies that will lie below the lower boundary of accept-
ability. This is true of airplanes that have extremely large moments of
inertia about the pitch axis and that operate with low static-stability
margins. Flight simulator studies have shown that when the period of
oscillation gets to be too long, control of the aircraft becomes difficult.
One problem is that the airplane pit ch response becomes so slow that the
pilot cannot distinguish bet ween the effects of his control inputs and the
effects of wind gusts. This difficulty is encountered in rough-air operation
when t he damped period becomes longer than 16 or 17 seconds. Another
problem encountered as a result of the sluggish response characteristics
is t he excessive amount of altitude required to perform the landing flare.
At tempts to resolve these problems with augmentation which speeds up
attit ude response may meet with little or no success for some configura-
tions because of the problem of co„„p and n,„ matching, and because of the
low ratio of /1/6/L6 characteristic of closely coupled airplanes employing
elevon surfaces for control and augmentation. Figure 6 illustrates the char-
act eristics of a system that is designed to speed up the flight-path response
by initially pulsing the control surface to a value greater than that required
for the desired steady state followed by a programmed washing out
of I he deflection to t he steady-state value to damp the response as neces-
sary. The airplane response characteristics shown are representative of
closely coupled, high-pitch-inertia, tailless-delta configurations employing
large elevons for pitch control. Contrary to the desired results, the effect
of t he speed-up and overshoot in elevon deflection is delayed flight-path
response. The delay results front t he effect of the large decremental elevon
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Figure 6. Effect of pitch response augmentation on flight path response.

lift required to pitch the airplane, combined with the low L., nz„characteris-
tics. The loss of lift is felt immediately with elevon deflection as a pro-
nounced initial sinking effect. The sinking is then prolonged abnormally
by the low g-per-degree angle-of-attack capability of the airplane. The net
effect, therefore, is that flight-path response characteristics deteriorate
even though the airplane pitch-attitude response is speeded up. The
shorter coupled the airplane (elevon-to-center-of-gravity), and the lower
the 0.)„1, and n„, the more severe this problem becomes.

One way to augment the flight-path response of airplanes with these
characteristics is through the use of a forward pitch-control surface. A
small canard, for example, could be employed as a pitch augmenter rather
than using elevons. In this case, the canard lift is positive, and thus will
provide a net increase, both in pitch-attitude response and flight-path
response. Employment of the canard surface, however, does introduce
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airplane stability and balance problems, and canard stall problems. The
additive effects of canard deflection, airplane angle of attack, and body
upwash combine to stall the canard rather easily. For example, during
landing approach, an airplane a of 11 degrees, plus 2 or 3 degrees of body
upwash, place the canard a at 13 or 14 degrees, leaving very little canard
deflection available to pitch the airplane without stalling the canard. At
higher airplane attitudes, the canard effectiveness may deteriorate com-
pletely unless some device such as bounary-layer control is employed on
the canard surface. These problems may prevent conslderation of the
canard either as a primary flight control or as an augmentation surface.

The need to improve the flight-path dynamic-response characteristics
of aircraft with these extremely long short periods (more than 17 sec)
cannot be argued. It is doubtful whether any amount of pilot training or
modification of control techniques will provide safe handling when an
airplane becomes this sluggish. In some instances there may be nothing
the designer can do to alter the basic aerodynamic and mass-distribution
characteristics to improve the situation, and the development of a feasible
augmentation system to speed up flight-path response may not be
practical. The apparent conclusion is that the designer may find that the
configuration is unacceptable without control-response augmentation, and,
at the same time, does not lend itself to the adoption of any workable
augmentation scheme.

LONGITUDINAL CONTROL POWER

There are many requirements that the designer must satisfy when he
configures the longitudinal control system of a new design. The control
surface size, rates, and deflection capabilities must provide sufficient con-
trol power to meet the following demands:

Control to stall or maximum design CL
Control for takeoff rotation capability, which in no way restricts
takeoff performance
Adequate maneuver capabilities at all flight conditions with the
operational envelope
Control to handle all airplane trim changes
Control for normal landing flare and abrupt flare maneuvers close to
the ground

All of these requirements are obvious, perhaps, with the exception of
the abrupt flare maneuver. This requirement stresses the importance of
providing sufficient elevator control power to enable the pilot to reduce
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the rate of descent quickly during the final phase of the landing maneuver.
This capability is needed for rapid recovery froni gust upsets or errors in
pilot judgment that place the airplane in danger of contracting the run-
way at excessive nose-down attitudes or sinking rates. In earlier designs,
the quick-flare capability came as a natural result of providing enough
elevator control to stall the airplane _at the most forward permissible
center-of-gravity loading. However, this will not be the case for large
supersonic configurations, which possess two to three times the pitch
inertia of current jet transports. The extreme mass-distribution characteris-
tics of supersonic aircraft demand powerful longitudinal control surfaces
to develop any reasonable amount of airplane pitching acceleration at low
speeds.

In the quick-flare maneuver, the pilot attempts, by pulsing the control
at near-maximum rate, to pull the nose up as quickly as possible. It is
important that the control be capable of developing substantial pitching
acceleration, and that the airplane respond quickly in developing positive
load factor to curve the flight path upward. Figure 7 compares the abrupt
flare maneuver characteristics of a current jet transport with those of a
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Figure 7. Comparison of airplane response during abrupt flare inamliver, current
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VSW supersonic transport and a tailless-delta SST. The powerful control
surfaces incorporated for both supersonic airplanes provide pitching
accelerations slightly better than those of the subsonic transport for
a ramp input of maximum available control deflection at maximum
rate. However, this increased control-moment capability is not, in both
cases, reflected in good airplane flight-path response. The response of
the VSW airplane, with its conventional aft tail arrangement, is similar
to that of the current jet transport, except for an increase in the initial
dip in altitude following control initiation. Both the subsonic jet and
the VSW conflguration are capable of developing altitude gain in less
than 2 sec following the initiation of control movement. The tailless-
delta airplane, however, because of its inefficient tail arm (low ratio of
3/6/L6), is seen to experience a prolonged sinking effect following control
application. Consequently, the attempt to perform an abrupt flare pro-
duces an altitude loss rather than a gain, with nearly 4 sec elapsing before
the airplane starts to gain altitude.

Various investigators (such as Pinsker, Ref. 16) upon examining these
slow response characteristics, have expressed concern over the ability to
safely arrest sinking rates during a normal landing flare. It has been pro-
posed that the solution to the problem lies in correct pilot anticipation
of the sinking effect , and that with training and experience, good landings
will be attainable fairly consistently for t he normal, gradual flare maneuver.
However, it is apparent that the quick flare will either not be possible for
these short-coupled, high-inertia aircraft, or will be achieved only through
adoption of sonic unique new control, or control techniques.

CONCLUSIONS

The analysis of aircraft flight-path dynamic-response characteristics
must include not only short-period pitch dynamics (frequency and damping
ratio) but also t he  1,„  or n,„ characteristics inherent in a given configura-
tion. Flight-simulator and analytical studies have shown that good
handling qualities depend upon careful matching of the short-period
frequency with n„. Aircraft wit h characteristically low n,„ provide the best
handling when w”, is relatively low in value. Before accurate guidelines
t o short-period dynamic handling qualities requirentents can be established,
much additional research must be accomplished ill this area.

The attainment of good low-speed longitudinal handling qualities will
prove difficult for some large supersonic aircraft configurations because
of their size, aerodynamic configuration, and mass-distribution characteris-
tics. The short-period dynamic or maneuver mode of longitudinal motion
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will be characterized by unusually low frequencies and heavy damping,
resulting in sluggish pitch response. Attempts to solve this problem with
stability augmentation that speeds up the short-period frequency may in
some cases deteriorate handling qualities for the following reasons:

The mismatch created between pitch-attitude response (cosp) and
flight-path response (nz„) presents confusing airplane response
signals to the pilot, making flight-path adjustments extremely
difficult.
The provision of high relative to an inherently lowL‘,characteris-



tic produces severe pitch-overshoot response to control inputs.
The negative La characteristic of an aft control surface employed to
augment pitch response produces a sinking effect that may result in
delaying the flight-path response rather than speeding it (for short-
coupled airplanes).

Some small amount of short-period frequency augmentation will be
feasible and beneficial for configurations with substantial tail lengths.
However, short-coupled aircraft (elevon-to-center-of-gravity) possessing
higher pitch inertias may not be amenable to any workable forms of aug-
mentation to speed flight-path-response characteristics. It seems essential,
therefore, that longitudinal stability and control problems be weighed
carefully in the early stages of design development, and that handling
qualities considerations be permitted to influence the airplane configura-
tion to a significant extent.
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SYMBOLS

moment s of inertia about t he airplane .r,
respect ively

1Vairplane gross weight
ni airplane mass

wing area
IV/Swing loading, weight /wing area

wing mean aerodynamic chord
e.g.airplane center of gravity
Vtrue airspeed

equivalent airspeed = V.Va
altitude
Laplace operator
dynamic pressure = f)172

normal acceleration (g units)
PR pilot rating

and z axes
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time
acceleration due to gravity (32.2 ft/sec2)

cL lift coefficient.,lift/qS
Cm pitching moment coefficient,moment/qSZ
cL„ Lift curve slope, ac 'fa«
cmc, Static longitudinal stability derivative, acm/aa
Cm pitching moment coefficient due to angle of attack rate,

3cm/3(«-e/217)
C L,„ lift coefficient due to elevator (or elevon) surface deflection
Cm„ pitch-control power derivative, acm/a,,
M „ pitching moment due to elevator (or elevon)
L„ lift due to elevator (or elevon)
L. lift curve slope per unit momentum I, = C L„ (pS17/2m)

CL (gslmV)
change in load factor per degree angle of attack, n„, =
C (HT/S) L (V /g)

„sp longitudinal short-period undamped natural frequency
longitudinal short-period damping ratio

a angle of attack
a angle of attack rate, aa/at

flight-path angle
'Y flight-path rate, 87/31
0 pitch attitude
0 pitching velocity
088 steady-state pitching velocity
0 „  ax maximum pitching velocity
o  pitch acceleration

surface deflection
s, elevator or elevon deflection

air density
relative air density, with respect to sea-level standard
density

ALE wing leading-edge sweep angle




